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Abstract
We study a differential game described by an
infinite system of differential equations with
integral constraints on controls of players. This
system is obtained by a parabolic equation by
using decomposition method. We obtained an
equation to find the optimal pursuit time and
examined the series representing the left hand
side of the equation. Moreover necessary and
sufficient condition for convergence of the
series is obtained.
Introduction
Differential games, first considered in the book
of Isaacs [1], now present a wide field of
research. -A number of books on this subject
have been published (for instance, [1-5]).
Differential game problems for systems
described by partial differential equations are
also of increasing interest (see, e.g.,[6], [9],
[10]). Some of the control problems for
parabolic and hyperbolic partial differential
equations can be reduced to the ones described
by infinite systems of ordinary differential
equations by using decomposition method
[7,8]. In [9] control and differential game
problems described by the following infinite
system of differential equations:
The paper [10] presents a detailed analysis and
solution of the optimal pursuit problem
described by system (1) with integral
constraints on controls of players. In the paper
by Satimov and Tukhtasinov [9], under certain
conditions differential games of kind described
by the same system were considered. So there
is a significant relationship between control
problems described by partial differential
equations and those described by infinite
system of differential equations.
This paper is concerned with the pursuit
differential game in tbe Hilbert space I; with
integral constraints on the control functions of
players. It is not necessary that the sequence of
positive numbers A.k is increasing as required
in the papers [9] and [10].
The Pursuer tries to force the states of the
system associated with the differential game
toward the origin of the space (: against any
action of the opposite player, the Evader, who
ex:actly tries to avoid this. It is obtained an
equation to find the optimal pursuit time and
examined the series representing the left hand
side of the equation. It is also obtained
necessary and sufficient condition for
convergence of the series.
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Statement of the problem
Let It,, X2 ,... be a sequence of positive
numbers, and r be a fixed number. The
sequence It,, A."... need not satisfy the
requirement that It, <; A., <; .... We introduce
into the consideration the space
are generalized eigenvalues of the elliptic
operator
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